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Partitions of n-sets and their associated Bell and Stirling numbers are well-
studied combinatorial entities. Less studied is the connection between these entities
and the moments of a Poisson random variable. We find a natural generalization
of this connection by considering the moments of the circular random variables of
order n which are sums of n independent identically distributed Poisson random
variables weighted equally about the unit circle. These are shown to have rela-
tionships to partitions of a n-set whose blocks are of size divisible by m. From this
a rich selection of combinatorial properties analogous to those of the striling num-
bers are explored. This includes Dobinski-type formulas, recurrence relations, and
congruential properties. Some surprises are found in that for m3 the circular
numbers are not unimodal and have no non-trivial recurrences in (n, k) of fixed
order n with coefficients depending on k, yet they have many analogous congruen-
tial properties.  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
We consider a class of random variables (r.v.’s) called circular random
variables (c.r.v.’s). They constitute a generalization of two classical cases,
the Poisson r.v. and the difference between two independent identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) Poisson r.v.’s. We give a probabalistic derivation of
Dobinski’s formula for the Bell numbers Bn and Touchard’s formula for the
Touchard numbers Tn . The methods employed can be extended to all
c.r.v.’s and give rise to formulas for certain generalizations of well known
combinatorial numbers such as S(n, k) and s(n, k), the Stirling numbers of
first and second kind. These new numbers have remarkable combinatorial
properties, some of which we explore in detail, expanding on work of
Hanlon et al. [1], Bell [2], Pitman [8], Riordan [9], Rota [10],
Touchard [13], and others. We consider polynomial sequences which
belong to a general class known as exponential Bell polynomials. These are
often called by other names, such as convolution polynomials in the termi-
nology of Knuth [7]. They are described in more detail in [2], and [3].
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We will denote the n th exponential Bell polynomial by Yn(x1 , x2 , x3 , ...);
these polynomials are defined formally as the coefficients in the expansion
G(z)= :
n0
Yn(x1 , x2 , x3 , ...)
zn
n !
=exp \ :m1 xm
zm
m !+=exp F (z). (1)
Note that
:
n0
Yn
zn
n !
=exp \ :m1 xm
zm
m !+= :k0
1
k ! \ :m1 xm
zm
m !+
k
.
This suggests the following concept of partial exponential Bell polynomials:
Definition 1. The partial exponential Bell polynomials Yn, k are defined
by
:
nk
Yn, k
zn
n !
=
1
k ! \ :m1 xm
zm
m !+
k
. (2)
We recover what can now be called the complete exponential Bell poly-
nomials by
Y0=1 Yn= :
n
k=1
Yn, k for n>0.
This follows the approach of Comtet [3, p. 133]. It is easy to see that
Yn, k(x)=S(n, k) when all xm=1, and Yn, k(x)=s(n, k) when xm=
(&1)m&1_(m&1)!.
The following lemma will be useful in computing moments:
Lemma 1. For a r.v. X on the real line R, define the umbral variable ;
by ;n [ E[X n]. Then if f ( y)=a0+a1y+ } } } +am ym is any real poly-
nomial, we have f ( y+;) [ E[ f ( y+X )].
Proof.
f ( y+;)= :
m
k=0
ak :
k
i=0 \
k
i + yk&i;i [ :
m
k=0
ak :
k
i=0 \
k
i + yk&iE[X i]
=E _ :
m
k=0
ak :
k
i=0 \
k
i + yk&iX i&=E _ :
m
k=0
ak( y+X )k&
=E[ f ( y+X )] K
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Consider a Poisson distributed r.v. X with parameter t, that is,
Pr(X=i)=e&t
ti
i !
.
Let f ( y) be a real polynomial. By Lemma 1,
f ( y+;) [ E[ f ( y+X )]= :
i0
f ( y+i) Pr(X=i)=
1
et
:
i0
f ( y+i) ti
i !
.
We will mostly be concerned with the case y=0 and f (x)=xn, for which
;n [
1
et
:
i0
i nt i
i !
. (3)
Multiplying by n ! and summing over n0, we obtain the exponential
generating function of the polynomials ,n(t)=Yn(t, t, ...):
:
n0
,n(t) zn
n!
=et(ez&1).
Since the Bell numbers satisfy Bn=,n(1), we obtain Dobinski’s formula
(see [10], [14]) by putting t=1 in (3). In terms of exponential Bell poly-
nomials, ;n [ ,n(t). Hence the total number of partitions of an n-set is the
nth moment of a Poisson r.v. (see also [14, p. 316]. Here are the first few
values of Bn and ,n(t):
(Bn)=(1, 1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, ...)
,0(t)=1
,1(t)=t
,2(t)=t+t2
,3(t)=t+3t2+t3
,4(t)=t+7t2+6t3+t4
,5(t)=t+15t2+25t3+10t4+t5
,6(t)=t+31t2+90t3+65t4+15t5+t6
Next, let X and Y be i.i.d. Poisson variables with parameter t. Consider
the excess Z=Y&X of Y over X. We will show that E[Zn] is the
Touchard polynomial Tn(t), where Tn(1)=Tn is the nth Touchard number.
This extends the formula which expresses Touchard numbers in terms of
Bell numbers, namely (;1&;2)n [ Tn where ;1 , ;2 are distinct umbral
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variables with ;n1 , ;
n
2 [ Bn (see [14, p. 309]). Define a new umbral variable
# by #n [ E[Zn]. Now
Pr(Z=i)=Pr(Y&X=i)= :
k, j0
k& j=i
Pr(Y=k) Pr(X= j)
=
1
e2t
:
k, j0
k& j=i
tk+ j
k ! j !
,
so by Lemma 1 we have
f (x+#) [ E[ f ( y+Z)]= :

i=&
f ( y+i) Pr(Z=i)
=
1
e2t
:

i=&
:
k, j0
k& j=i
tk+ jf ( y+k& j)
k! j !
.
For f (x)=xn and y=0 we obtain Touchard’s formula ([14, p. 317]):
#n [
1
e2t
:
k, j0
(k& j)n tk+ j
k ! j !
.
The Touchard polynomials can also be defined by Tn(t)=Yn(0, 2t, 0, 2t, ...)
(or by orthogonality to ,n(t) as described in [14, p. 313]). From this we
obtain the exponential generating function
:
n0
Tn(t) zn
n !
=et(e z+e&z&2).
Here are the first few values of Tn and Tn(t):
T2n=(1, 2, 14, 182, 3614, 99302, ...)
T2n+1(t)=0
T0(t)=1
T2(t)=2t
T4(t)=2t+12t2
T6(t)=2t+60t2+120t3
T8(t)=2t+252t2+1680t3+1680t4
T10(t)=2x+1020t2+17640t3+50400t4+30240t5
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Note that unlike (,(t)), the sequence (Tn(t)) is not of binomial type (see
[4] and [11] for details on sequences of binomial type), since it violates
the requirement that the n th polynomial must have degree n. The
Touchard polynomials will be said to have support 0 (mod 2).
2. GENERALIZATIONS OF Bn AND Tn , THE CIRCULAR
RANDOM VARIABLES
Combinatorially it is more interesting to consider the semi-reduced
Touchard numbers T n*=T n*(1), where T n*(t)=Yn(0, t, 0, t, ...) is obtained
by replacing t by t2 in the above formulas. It is clear from the construction
of the exponential Bell polynomials that T n* is the total number of ways to
partition an n-set into blocks of even cardinality (see [3] for more details).
The r.v. Z=(Y&X )2, where X and Y are i.i.d. Poisson r.v.’s with
parameter t has moments T n*(t). We call it the circular r.v. of order 2 with
parameter t. The generating function of (T n*(t)) is
:
n0
T n*(t) zn
n !
=et(cosh z&1).
The first few values of T n* and T n*(t) are as follows:
T*2n=(1, 1, 4, 31, 379, 6556, ...)
T*2n+1(t)=0
T 0*(t)=1
T 2*(t)=t
T 4*(t)=t+3t2
T 6*(t)=t+15t2+15t3
T 8*(t)=t+63t2+210t3+105t4
T*10(t)=t+255t2+2205t3+3150t4+945t5
We can generalize the above to construct polynomial sequences which
have support a mod m by considering (m, a(t; n)=Yn(x1 t, x2 t, x3 t, ...)
where xi=1 for i#a (mod m) and xi=0 otherwise. If a#0 (mod m), we
call the (m, 0(t; n) the circular polynomials of order m. To each (m, a) there
corresponds a Dobinski-type formula, and when a#0 (mod m) the r.v.
whose moments are the circular polynomials is defined as follows. Let
X0 , X1 , X2 , ..., Xm&1 be i.i.d. Poisson variables with parameter t and
‘=e2?im a primitive m th root of unity. The circular r.v. of order m and
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parameter t is Z=(1m) m&1j=0 ‘
jXj . A short calculation shows that
E[Zn]=(m, 0(t; n), with exponential generating function
:
j0
(m, 0(t; n) z j
j !
=exp \ tm \ :
m&1
j=0
e‘ jz&1++ .
Note that
\ 1m :
m&1
j=0
‘ j;j+
n
[ (m, 0(t; n),
where ;0 , ..., ;m&1 are distinct umbral variables with ;nj [ ,n(t).
As an example we consider (3, 0(t; n). In this case we have
‘=e2?i3=
&1+i - 3
2
,
and the Dobinski-type formula is
(3, 0(1; n)=
1
e
:
i00
:
i10
:
i20
(i0+‘i1+‘2i2)n
i0 ! i1 ! i2 ! 3i0+i1+i2
Here are the first few values of (3, 0(1; n) and of (3, 0(t; n):
(3, 0(1; 3n)=(1, 1, 11, 365, 25323, 3068521, 583027547, ...)
(3, 0(t; n)=0 n0 mod 3
(3, 0(t; 0)=1
(3, 0(t; 3)=t
(3, 0(t; 6)=t+10t2
(3, 0(t; 9)=t+84t2+280t3
(3, 0(t; 12)=t+682t2+9240t3+15400t4
The circular polynomials for m3 appear not to have been considered
previously. They have many combinatorial and algebraic properties
analogous to those of the exponential and Touchard polynomials. Just as
we can define the Stirling number S(n, k) of the second kind as the coef-
ficient of tk in the polynomial ,n(t), we can similarly define generalized
Stirling numbers, which we shall call Sm, a(n, k) the circular numbers of the
second kind. These can be expressed using the partial exponential Bell poly-
nomials Yn, k defined earlier. Recalling that S(n, k)=Yn, k(1, 1, 1, ...), we
define, Sm, a(n, k)=Yn, k(x1 , x2 , x3 , ...) where xi=1 for i#a (mod m) and
xi=0 otherwise. Clearly Sm, a(n, k) is equal to the number of partitions of
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an n-set into k non-empty subsets with cardinalities #a(mod m). Note that
Sm, a(n, k)=Sm, b(n, k) if a#b(mod m). Let ‘=e2?im and define
gm, 0(x)=
ex+e‘x+ } } } +e‘m&1x
m
&1
and
gm, a(x)=
ex+‘&ae‘x+ } } } +‘&a(m&1)e‘m&1x
m
for a0 (mod m). We have
Sm, a(n, k)=
1
k !
d n
dxn
gm, a(x) }x=0 .
Let Bm, a(n)=(m, a(1; n); this is the total number of partitions of an n-set
into subsets of size #a (mod m). Thus
:
k0
Sm, a(n, k)=Bm, a(n).
In particular the Bell numbers and semi-reduced Touchard numbers are
given by Bn=B1, 0(n) and T n*=B2, 0(n). Now
gm, 0(x)k= :
i0+ } } } +im&1+ j=k
(&1) j \ ki0 , ..., im&1 , j+
_
exp(x(i0+‘i1+ } } } +‘m&1im&1))
mk& j
,
and
gm, a(x)k= :
i0+ } } } +im&1+ j=k
\ ki0 , ..., im&1 , j+
_
exp(x(i0+‘i1+ } } } +‘m&1im&1))
mk& j
.
for a0 ((mod m)). Hence the general Dobinski-type formula for a#0
(mod m) is
Bm, 0(n)= :
i00
:
i10
} } } :
im&10
:
j0
(&1) j (i0+‘i1+ } } } +‘m&1im&1)n
i0 ! i1 ! } } } im&1 j ! mi0+i2+ } } } +im&1
.
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Carrying out the summation over j, we get
Bm, 0(n)=
1
e
:
i00
:
i10
} } } :
im&10
(i0+‘i2+ } } } +‘m&1im&1)n
i0 ! i1 ! } } } im&1mi0+i2+ } } } +im&1
.
3. RECURRENCE RELATIONS
For the classical Stirling numbers S(n, k)=S1, 0(n, k), the generating
function
F(x, y)= :
n, k0
S(n, k)
xnyk
n !
=eyg1, 0(x)=ey(ex&1) (4)
satisfies the partial differential equation
Fx= y(Fy+F ). (5)
Substituting the power series (4) into (5) and equating coefficients, we
obtain the wellknown recurrence formula
S(n, k)=kS(n&1, k)+S(n&1, k&1). (6)
Similarly, the generating function for the semi-reduced Touchard num-
bers T*(n, k)=S2, 0(n, k) is
F(x, y)= :
n, k0
T*(n, k)
xnyk
n !
=eyg2 , 0(x)=ey(cosh x&1). (7)
This satisfies the partial differential equation
Fxx= y(Fy+F )+ y2(Fyy+2Fy). (8)
Substituting the power series (7) into (8) gives the recurrence
T*(n, k)=k2T*(n&2, k)+(2k&1) T*(n&2, k&1) for n4. (9)
This formula yields some alternative combinatorial interpretations for
T*(n, k). For example, the number of partitions of [1, 2, ..., n] (n even)
into k blocks where 2i and 2i&1 are not both minimum elements of blocks
satisfies the recurrence (9). For instance the partitions when n=4 and k=2
are (12)(34), (123)(4), (124)(3).
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We will see later that the semi-reduced Touchard number T*(n, k) is
divisible by 1 } 3 } 5 } } } (2k&1). We introduce the reduced Touchard numbers
S*2, 0(n, k)=T**(n, k)=
T*(n, k)
1 } 3 } 5 } } } (2k&1)
.
The recurrence (9) easily yields
T**(n, k)=k2T**(n&2, k)+T**(n&2, k&1) for n4. (10)
From this recurrence and the initial values of T**(n, k), we find that the
reduced Touchard numbers T**(2n, k) are equal to the central factorial
numbers discussed in [12, p. 96].
Associated with T*(n, k) are what we will call the exponential sinh num-
bers. As T*(n, k) enumerates partitions of an n-set into k parts with even
cardinality, S2, 1(n, k) enumerates partitions of an n-set into k parts with
odd cardinality. The generating function
F(x, y)= :
n, k0
S2, 1(n, k)
xnyk
n !
=eyg2, 1(x)=ey sinh x
satisfies the partial differential equation
Fxx= yFy+ y2(Fyy+Fy). (11)
This leads to in the recurrence
S2, 1(n, k)=k2S2, 1(n&2, k)+S2, 1(n&2, k&2) for n4. (12)
It seems reasonable that Sm, a(n, k) might satisfy a linear recurrence like
(6), (11), and (9), for all values of m. After all, Sm, a(n, k) has a com-
binatorial interpretation analogous to those of S(n, k) and T*(n, k).
However, we show in the next theorem that there are no recurrences of the
form (6) and (9) for m3. This will later be strengthened by Theorem 3.
Theorem 1. If m3, then F(x, y)=eygm, 0(x) does not satisfy a partial
differential equation of the form
mF(x, y)
xm
= p0( y) F+ p1( y)
F(x, y)
y
+ p2( y)
2F(x, y)
y2
+ } } }
+ pm( y)
mF(x, y)
ym
,
where the pi ( y) are polynomials of degree m.
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Proof. Suppose on the contrary that an equation of the form (13)
holds. Note that
nF(x, y)
xn
=(gm, 0(x))n F(x, y)
and
nF(x, y)
yn
=Yn( yf $, yf ", yf $$$, ...) F(x, y).
Equating coefficients of ym in (13) yields
(g$m, 0(x))m=a0+a1 gm, 0(x)+a2 gm, 0(x)2+ } } } +am gm, 0(x)m (14)
for constants a0 , a1 , a2 , ..., am . When m2, g$m, 0(0)=0 and thus a0=0.
Now
g$m, 0(x)=
ex+‘e‘x+‘2e‘2x } } } +‘m&1e‘m&1x
m
.
Equating the coefficients of emx on both sides of (14) gives
1
mm
=
am
mm
,
so am=1. Now we equate the coefficients of e(m&1+‘) x. For m3 we have
‘{\1, so this term occurs only once on each side of Eq. (14), and we get
m‘
mm
=
mam
mm
.
This yields ‘=1, a contradiction. K
In what follows, the term ‘‘recurrence’’ means ‘‘homogeneous linear
recurrence.’’ We now show that there is a recurrence in n for Sm, a(n, k)
when m, a and k are fixed. We will also obtain a practical method for com-
puting such recurrences and gain further insight as to why a recurrence in
n of fixed order for Sm, a(n, k) does not exist when m3.
Theorem 2. For fixed k there are constants b1 , b2 , ..., bd and such that
Sm, a(n, k)+ :
d
i=1
bi Sm, a(n&i, k)#0.
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Proof. It is clear that
d mgm, a(x)
dxm
= gm, a(x)+$a, 0 (15)
where $a, 0 is the kroneker delta. For a0 (mod m), let Cm, a(k) be the set
of all sums of k terms from the set [1, ‘, ..., ‘m&1], and for a#0 (mod m)
let Cm, a(k) be the set of all sums of k terms from the set [0, 1, ‘, ..., ‘m&1].
For example,
C3, 0(2)=[0, 1, 2, ‘, 2‘, ‘2, 2‘2, 1+‘, 1+‘2, ‘+‘2]
=[0, 1, 2, ‘, 2‘, ‘2, 2‘2, &‘2, &‘, &1].
For k fixed we have
gm,a(x)k=(ex+‘&ae‘x+ } } } +‘&a(m&1)e‘
m&1xm&$a,0)kk !,
so gm, a(x)k is a linear combination of exponentials ecx where c # Cm, a(k).
Since
d necx
dxn }x=0=cn,
it follows that Sm, a(n, k) is a linear combination of terms cn, where
c # Cm, a(k). Hence Sm, a(n, k), considered as a function of n (with k fixed)
satisfies the linear homogeneous recurrence which characteristic polyno-
mial
Pm, a(x; k)= ‘
c # Cm, a(k)
(x&c).
In other words, if bi is the coefficient of xd&i in the polynomial Pm, a(x; k)
of degree d=|Cm, a(k)|, we have
:
d
i=0
bi Sm, a(n&i, k)#0
as the desired recurrence. K
Proposition 1. The absolute values of the non-zero coefficients bi of the
characteristic polynomial Pk; m, a(x) are unimodal for m2, but not for
m=3.
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Proof. It is easily seen that if 0  Cm, a(k), then bi=0 unless m | i.
Moreover,
Pm, a(x; k)= ‘
c # Cm, a(k)
(x&c)= :
l
j=0
(&1) j el& j(r1 , r2 , ..., rd) x
mj,
where l=dm, where r1 , ..., rl are the distinct m th powers of the elements
of Cm, a(k), and ei (r1 , r2 , ..., rl) is the i th elementary symmetric function.
On the other hand if 0 # Cm, a(k), then bi=0 unless i#1 (mod m), and
Pm, a(x; k)= :
l
j=0
(&1) j el& j(r1 , r2 , ..., rl) x
mj+1,
where l=(d&1)m. If m2, then r1 , r2 , ... are non-negative and hence the
following well known inequality holds (see [5, Eq. 53, P.52]):
ei&1 e i&2eie i&1 .
This implies that the sequence e0 , e1 , ..., ed is logarithmically concave and
therefore unimodal. When m=3, we note that
P3, 0(x; 2)=8x&x4&8x7+x10,
so the absolute values of the non-zero coefficients P2; 3, 0(x) are not
unimodal. K
It is interesting to note that for m=3, 4, 6, the set k=0 Cm, a(k) is a
lattice in the complex plane. The cases m=1, 2 are degenerate, and for
m=5 and m>6, k=0 Cm, a(k) is everywhere dense. In general the convex
hull of Cm, 0(k) is a regular m-gon, which explains this as the triangle,
square, and hexagon (m=3, 4, 6) are the only tileing regular polygons.
Since Cm, 0(k&1)/Cm, 0(k), it is clear that Pm, 0(x; k&1) divides
Pm, 0(x; k). If |Cm, 0(k)&Cm, 0(k&1)| is bounded, it is conceivable that
there might be a recurrence in (n, k) for Sm, 0(n, k) of fixed order in n, with
coefficients depending on k as in equations (6), (9). To be specific, consider
m=2 (the Touchard case). Here we have C2, 0(k)=[&k, &k+1, ..., k&1, k],
so for k=1, 2, 3, ... the characteristic polynomials P2, 0(x; k) are
x(x2&1), x(x2&1)(x2&4), x(x2&1)(x2&4)(x2&9), ... .
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These yield the recurrences
S2, 0(n, 1)=S2, 0(n&2, 1), n2, (16)
S2, 0(n, 2)=5S2, 0(n&2, 2)&4S2, 0(n&4, 2), n3, (17)
S2, 0(n, 3)=14S2, 0(n&2, 3)&49S2, 0(n&4, 3)+36S2, 0(n&6, 3),
n4, (18)
b (19)
The orders of these recurrences increase with k, in contrast with (6) and
(9).
The exponential sinh numbers satisfy the same recurrence (9) as the
semi-reduced Touchard numbers. However this is no longer minimal.
Indeed for k=1, 2, 3, ... the polynomials Pk; 2, 1(x) are
(x2&1), (x2&4), (x2&1)(x2&9), ...,
which yield the recurrences
S2, 1(n, 1)=S2, 0(n&2, 1), n2,
S2, 1(n, 2)=4S2, 0(n&2, 2), n3,
S2, 1(n, 3)=10S2, 0(n&2, 3)&9S2, 0(n&4, 3), n4,
b
For k2, these are of smaller order than the recurrences (16) for
S2, 0(n, k). Note that P2, 1(x; k) does not divide P2, 1(x; k+1). Although the
orders of these recurrences increase with k, there is still the recurrence (12)
of fixed order in n.
Theorem 3. For m3 there is no non-trivial recurrence in (n, k) for
Sm, a(n, k) of fixed order in n with coefficients depending on k.
Proof. Suppose such a recurrence exists, that is,
:
A
i=0
:
k
j=0
gij (k) Sm, a(n&i, k& j)=0
where A is constant and gij (k) is a function of k. Separating out the terms
in Sm, a(n&i, k) gives
:
A
i=0
gi0(k) Sm, a(n&i, k)=& :
A
i=0
:
k
j=1
g ij (k) Sm, a(n&i, k& j). (20)
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The homogeneous linear difference equation associated with the left hand
side of (20) is
:
A
i=0
gi0(k) Sm, a(n&i, k)=0. (21)
For fixed k this has constant coefficients and finite order A in n; its solution
is the complementary function of (20). According to the classical theory of
linear difference equations, (20) has a particular solution which is a linear
combination of exponentials ecn with c # k&1j=0 Cm, a( j) and coefficients
which are polynomials in n. The general solution is the sum of this solution
and the complementary function. This contradicts the fact that for m3,
we have |Cm, a(k)"k&1j=0 Cm, a( j)|mk>A for sufficiently large k. K
As an example of recurrences for Sm, a(n, k) which are not of fixed order
in n, consider the case m=3, a=0. For k=1, 2, 3, ... we have the poly-
nomials P3, 0(x; k):
x(x3&1), x(x3&1)(x3+1)(x3&8),
x(x3&1)(x3+1)(x3&8)(x3&27)(x6+27), ...
These yield the recurrences
S3, 0(n, 1)=S2, 0(n&3, 1),
S3, 0(n, 2)=8S2, 0(n&3, 2)+S2, 0(n&6, 2)&8S2, 0(n&9, 2),
S3, 0(n, 3)=35S2, 0(n&3, 3)&242S2, 0(n&6, 3)+910S2, 0(n&9, 3)
&5589S2, 0(n&12, 3)&945S2, 0(n&15, 3)+5832S2, 0(n&18, 3),
b
The orders of these recurrences are not fixed, but grow with k.
We can produce further recurrences involving Sm, a(n&i, k& j) by
exploiting the recurrences for smaller values of k. For example, the new
factors that enter into the polynomial Pk; 3, 0(x) for k=2 are (x3&8)
(x3+1)=x6&7x3&8. This leads to
S3, 0(n, 2)=7S2, 0(n&3, 2)+8S2, 0(n&6, 2)+14S2, 0(n&6, 1)
+10S2, 0(n&3, 0).
To help visualize how this works, we give some plots of the sets Cm, 0(5)
and Cm, 0(5)m=[cm | c # Cm, 0(5)]:
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3. CONGRUENTIAL PROPERTIES OF CIRCULAR NUMBERS
We now consider congruential properties of the circular numbers
Sm, a(n, k). We prove:
Theorem 4. Let p be a prime with p#1 (mod m). Then
Sm, a(n+ p, k)#{
Sm, a(n+1, k) (mod p)
if a1 (mod m),
Sm, 1(n+1, k)+Sm, 1(n, k& p) (mod p)
if a#1 (mod m),
(22)
Proof. Sm, a(n+ p, k) enumerates partitions of an n+ p-set into k parts
of sizes #a (mod m). Call the set of such partitions P. Consider the action
of the group G generated by the permutation (n+1, n+2, ..., n+ p) on P.
This decomposes P into orbits of sizes p or 1 (since G has prime order p).
Hence
Sm, a(n+ p, k)#number of elements of P fixed by G (mod p).
(See [6, p. 40] for details on group actions.) The fixed points are of two
types:
(1) n+1, n+2, ..., n+ p all in the same block,
(2) n+1, n+2, ..., n+ p all singletons.
To count the fixed points of type (1), we observe that for them,
A=[n+1, ..., n+ p]
can be treated as a single element of an (n+1)-set [1, 2, ..., n, A]. (Here we
have used the fact that |A|= p#1 (mod m).) Therefore the number of fixed
points of type (1) is Sm, a(n+1, k). Fixed points of type (2) can occur only
if a#1 (mod m), and in that case the number of them is Sm, a(n, k& p).
The theorem follows from this. K
By summing (22) on k, we get:
Corollary 1. Let p be a prime with p#1 (mod m). Then
Bm, a(n+ p)#{Bm, a(n+1) (mod p)Bm, 1(n+1)+Bm, 1(n) (mod p)
if a1 (mod m),
if a#1 (mod m),
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The second congruence with m=1 is the classical Bell number con-
gruence. The others are believed to be new. The above readily shows that
the period of Bm, 1(n) (mod p) for p#1 (mod m) divides
p p&1
p&1
,
and that of Bm, a(n) with a1 (mod m) divides p&1.
5. CIRCULAR NUMBERS OF THE FIRST KIND
In conclusion, we note that when m=1, one way to define the Stirling
numbers s(n, k) of the first kind by the orthogonality condition that
:
l
S(n, l ) s(l, k)={10
n=k
n{k
We will investigate this in more detail later. Along similar lines we note
that it is no coincidence that s(k+1, l ) is the coefficient of xl in
Pk; 1, 0(x)=(x)k+1=x(x&1)(x&2) } } } (x&k).
Define S*1, 0(n, k)=S1, 0(n, k)=S(n, k) and s*1, 0(n, k)=s(n, k). We present
a method which can be used to define general reduced Stirling numbers
s*m, 0(n, k) of the first kind. For clarity, we discuss the case m=2, but it
will be clear how this example can be extended to the general case. Set
s*2, 0(n, k)=0 if k is odd. For k even, take two copies of the set [1, 2, ..., n],
say N=[1, 2, ..., n], and N$=[1$, 2$, ..., n$]. Decompose N into k2 non-
empty blocks and N$ into the corresponding blocks. Construct two per-
mutations with the blocks as cycles, independently for N and N$. If the
block sizes of such a pair of partitions ? are n1 , n2 , ..., nk2 , then the num-
ber of pairs of permutations is
w(?)=_‘
k2
i=1
(ni&1)!&
2
We define d*2, 0(n, k) to be the total number of such pairs of permutations:
d*2, 0(n, k)=:
?
w(?),
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and we define
s*2, 0(n, k)=(&1)n+k d*2, 0(n, k).
For m=1 or 2, there is a close connection between S*m, 0(n, k) and
s*m, 0(n, k), namely:
Proposition 2. If m=1 or 2, then s*m, 0(k, l) is the coefficient of xml+1
in Pk; m, 0(x). Moreover
:
l
S*m, 0(n, l ) s*m, 0(l, k)={10
n#k (mod m)
otherwise.
Proof. As noted earlier, Pk; 1, 0(x)=(x)k+1 ; hence for m=1 the result
follows from the well-known identities
(x)n= :
n
k=0
s(n, k) xk,
and
xn= :
n
k=0
S(n, k)(x)k ,
where s(n, k)=s1, 0(n, k), and S(n, k)=S1, 0(n, k) are the Stirling numbers
of the first and second kind respectively.
Now suppose m=2 and consider d*2, 0(k, l )=|s*2, 0(k, l)|. By definition,
d*2, 0(k, l ) counts the total number of pairs of permutations of [1, 2, ..., n]
and [1$, 2$, ..., n$]. Consider the elements n, and n$ and count the total
number of ways they can be placed in such a pair. Each of n and n$ is either
in a cycle containing other numbers or in a cycle by itself. In the former
case, n can be placed after any of the elements [1, ..., n&1] in the cycle
decomposition of a pair enumerated by d*2, 0(n&1, k), and similarly for n$;
a total of (n&1)2 d*2, 0(n&1, k) places. In the latter case, n and n$ are fixed
points and so there are a total of d*2, 0(n&1, k&2) such pairs. This yields
the relation
d*2, 0(k, l )=(k&1)2 d*2, 0(k&1, l )+d*2, 0(k&1, l&2).
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Note that d*2, 0(0, 0)=1 and d*2, 0(k, l )=0 if k0 or l0. Set
pk(x)=x(x2+1) } } } (x2+(k&1)2)= :
k
l=0
c(k, l) x2l. (23)
We have c(0, 0)=1 and c(k, l )=0 if k0 or l0. Now
pk(x)=(x2+(k&1)2) pk&1(x)
= :
k
l=1
c(k&1, l&2) x2l+(k&1)2 :
k&1
l=0
c(k&1, l ) x2l,
which yields the recurrence
c(k, l )=c(k&1, l&2)+(k&1)2c(k&1, l).
This is the same as the the recurrence for d*2, 0(k, l) with the same initial
conditions; hence c(k, l )=d*2, 0(k, l ). Substituting &x2 for x2 and multi-
plying by (&1)k&1 in (23) gives
:
k
l=0
s*2, 0(k, l ) xml+1=x(x2&1)(x2&4) } } } (x2&(k&1)2).
It is clear from the definition of C2, 0(k) that
Pk; 2, 0(x)=x(x2&1)(x2&4) } } } (x2&k2),
and thus
Pk; 2, 0(x)= :
k
l=0
s*2, 0(k, l ) xml+1.
Recall that S2, 0(n, k)=T*(n, k), the semi-reduced Touchard number,
and hence S*2, 0(n, k)=T**(n, k). We will prove that
xk+1= :
k
l=0
T**(k, l) Pl; 2, 0(x) for k even, (24)
from which the result follows. With the obvious convention that
P0; 2, 0(x)=x, (24) holds for k=0. Now assume that k2 and that (24)
holds for k&2. Then
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xk+1=x2 } xk&1
=x2 :
k&1
l=0
T**(k&2, l ) Pl; 2, 0(x)
= :
k&1
l=0
T**(k&2, l ) Pl; 2, 0(x)(x2&l2+l2)
= :
k&1
l=0
T**(k&2, l ) Pl; 2, 0(x)(x2&l2)
+ :
k&1
l=0
l2T**(k&2, l ) Pl; 2, 0(x).
Using T**(k&2, k&1)=T**(k&2, &1)=0 and shifting indices, we get
xk= :
k
l=0
T**(k&2, l&1) Pl&1; 2, 0(x)(x&l2)
+ :
k&1
l=0
l 2T**(k&2, l) Pl; 2, 0(x)
= :
k
l=0
T**(k&2, l&1) Pl; 2, 0(x)
+ :
k
l=0
l 2T**(k&2, l) Pl; 2, 0(x).
Here we have used the fact that Pl&1; 2, 0(x)(x&l2)=Pl; 2, 0(x). From (10)
we have
T**(k, l )=l 2T**(k&2, l )+T**(k&2, l&1),
and the result follows. K
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